Introduction {#sec1-2331216519854597}
============

The perception of speech in complex sound fields is influenced by many factors including the particularly adverse effects of environmental noise and interfering voices. Listeners with normal hearing often are able to overcome these adverse effects and may recognize and comprehend the speech of a target voice even at very unfavorable signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). In a previous study investigating speech in noise perception ([@bibr45-2331216519854597]), we found that spatial separation between target and nonspeech noise not only improved speech intelligibility but also reduced listening effort, even in conditions when speech intelligibility was at ceiling, that is, when 100% of the words could be correctly identified. The relationship between improvements in intelligibility and listening effort has important implications for many real-world listening situations, such as those in which the listener uses assistive listening devices (e.g., hearing aids or cochlear implants) to improve spoken communication. The purpose of the present study was to investigate whether a spatial release from listening effort also may be observed in speech-on-speech (SOS) masking conditions and whether speech intelligibility and listening effort are related in conditions with different spatial and nonspatial sound segregation cues.

The ability to segregate target speech from interfering sound sources is often discussed using the term *cocktail party effect* (e.g., recent series of reviews in [@bibr37-2331216519854597]) and is commonly attributed at least in part to the benefit of listening with two ears when competing sounds are spatially separated ([@bibr14-2331216519854597]; see also reviews in [@bibr7-2331216519854597], [@bibr8-2331216519854597]; [@bibr13-2331216519854597]; [@bibr55-2331216519854597]). In SOS masking conditions, intelligibility is greatly enhanced when interfering voices are spatially separated from a target voice. For example, [@bibr36-2331216519854597] measured differences between speech reception thresholds (SRT, i.e., the SNR at which 50% of the test words can be reported correctly) for conditions where two competing talkers were colocated with the target versus when the masker talkers were spatially separated from the target. They found that spatial release from masking increased with increasing (symmetrical) separation in azimuth from the frontal target reaching a plateau of about 13 dB for separations larger than about 45°. Several other studies also have reported a large spatial release under similar conditions, although the amount of masking release differed between studies (e.g., [@bibr1-2331216519854597]; [@bibr2-2331216519854597]; [@bibr23-2331216519854597]; [@bibr32-2331216519854597]; [@bibr51-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]).

In addition to spatial separation of sources, other sound segregation cues may also considerably improve target speech intelligibility. For example, gender differences between target and masking talkers (e.g., [@bibr32-2331216519854597]; [@bibr54-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]) and rendering the masker speech unintelligible by time reversal (e.g., [@bibr2-2331216519854597]; [@bibr20-2331216519854597]; [@bibr23-2331216519854597]; [@bibr28-2331216519854597]; [@bibr36-2331216519854597]; [@bibr51-2331216519854597]; see also review in [@bibr30-2331216519854597]) may produce large reductions in SRTs. These masking release effects can equal---or exceed---the benefits due to spatial separation of sources (e.g., [@bibr32-2331216519854597]; [@bibr51-2331216519854597]). However, not all studies agree with respect to the relative benefit obtained from these various factors (e.g., [@bibr20-2331216519854597]; [@bibr54-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]). Similarly, the additional release from masking reported for combinations of cues (e.g., spatial separation and gender differences or time reversal) has differed substantially between studies. Some studies have found that combining multiple source segregation cues improved SRTs somewhat more than each cue individually (e.g., [@bibr2-2331216519854597]; [@bibr36-2331216519854597]; [@bibr51-2331216519854597]), whereas other studies have reported similar release from masking for either one or two unmasking cues (e.g., [@bibr54-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]).

One particular difficulty with comparing across studies is that they often differ in the relative contributions of energetic masking (EM) and informational masking (IM) due to differences in the stimuli and procedures that were used. EM describes the interference caused by maskers exciting the same spectrotemporal regions as the target sound, thereby reducing the target information available in the neural representation of the stimulus. In contrast, IM occurs when interferers share perceptual attributes with the target that can draw attention away from the target, lead to explicit confusion of the masker with the target, or generally cause uncertainty in the observer (e.g., see review in Kidd et al., 2008a). It has been shown that IM can occur even when there is no spectrotemporal overlap between target and maskers (e.g., [@bibr6-2331216519854597]; also Best et al., 2011, 2013; Kidd et al., 2008b). The importance of assessing the role of IM when investigating the influence of unmasking cues was highlighted by [@bibr36-2331216519854597] and [@bibr2-2331216519854597], who found that spatial release from masking was larger for high-IM maskers (intelligible talkers) than for low-IM maskers (time-reversed talkers).

One way of disentangling the contributions of IM and EM in speech masking experiments is to use ideal time--frequency segregation (ITFS). This concept, proposed by [@bibr10-2331216519854597], [@bibr11-2331216519854597]) for application to SOS masking, is based on the assumption that some *tiles* (units bounded by a specified frequency range over a specified duration) in the time--frequency (T-F) representation of the summed target and masker signals are dominated by the maskers and are, hence, not available to the listener due to EM. In contrast, other tiles are dominated by the target and can contribute to recognizing the target. If the masker-dominated tiles are eliminated from the mixture, then this does not remove previously accessible/useful target energy. However, it strongly reduces the masker energy and effectively eliminates IM. This reconstructed "glimpsed speech" therefore contains the same amount of accessible target energy as the natural mixture but little IM.

One implication of this is that the differences observed in speech intelligibility between natural masked speech and glimpsed speech can be attributed primarily to differences in IM. Another implication is that the glimpsed speech can be used to determine how much EM is present in a given mixture. This concept was proposed by [@bibr10-2331216519854597], [@bibr11-2331216519854597]) and was recently adopted by [@bibr32-2331216519854597] to disentangle the role of IM and EM in speech intelligibility for different unmasking cues. [@bibr32-2331216519854597] found that glimpsed speech always produced lower SRTs than natural masked speech but that this difference was much larger in the baseline condition (intelligible, colocated, same-gender maskers) than in conditions where a source segregation cue was made available (spatial separation of sources, gender difference between target and masker talkers, or time reversal of the masker speech). [@bibr32-2331216519854597] argued that the contribution of IM was much larger in the baseline condition and that the different cues provided considerable release from IM (e.g., as much as 20 dB in one case). The present study extended the findings of [@bibr32-2331216519854597] by evaluating the benefit of three sound segregation cues individually and in combination. Moreover, corresponding estimates of listening effort were obtained for all conditions.

Listening effort, which can be defined as "the deliberate allocation of mental resources to overcome obstacles in goal pursuit when carrying out a listening task" ([@bibr42-2331216519854597], p. 5S), has received a great deal of attention in the research and clinical literature, although studies differ in the terminology they use in characterizing the task (e.g., *listening effort*, *listening difficulty*, *ease of listening*, *cognitive load*). The main motivation for studying listening effort is that it may provide insights into speech perception in realistic communication situations that extend beyond those gained from speech intelligibility measurements alone. For example, it has been shown that listening effort ratings can be used to discriminate among listening conditions where speech intelligibility is at or close to ceiling (e.g., [@bibr26-2331216519854597]; [@bibr35-2331216519854597]; [@bibr38-2331216519854597]; [@bibr45-2331216519854597]; Rennies, Schepker, Holube, & Kollmeier, 2014; [@bibr48-2331216519854597]; [@bibr49-2331216519854597]). In such circumstances, the listening conditions may still differ considerably in how challenging it is for the listener to follow the target talker. This observation is particularly relevant for many everyday communication situations in which the typical SNRs are relatively high ([@bibr50-2331216519854597]). However, studies investigating listening effort in SOS conditions differ in their conclusions as to the relative strength of different unmasking cues in releasing listening effort (e.g., [@bibr1-2331216519854597]; [@bibr54-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]). This may be in part due to the different degrees of IM present in different studies. It may thus be helpful to estimate IM in SOS conditions to determine the role of IM and release from IM in listening effort.

In summary, the main goals of this study were (a) to examine the role of IM and EM for isolated and combined unmasking cues in speech intelligibility, (b) to assess listening effort in the same conditions and subjects, (c) to determine the relation between speech intelligibility and listening effort in these conditions, and (d) to test whether the various unmasking cues---separately and in combination---also could produce a release from listening effort in conditions for which speech intelligibility is at ceiling.

Methods {#sec2-2331216519854597}
=======

Subjects {#sec3-2331216519854597}
--------

Ten subjects (six female, four male) aged between 19 and 30 years participated in all parts of this study. All had pure tone thresholds not exceeding 20 dB hearing level at audiometric frequencies between 250 Hz and 8 kHz and had English as their native language. All but one subject had experience with speech intelligibility and listening effort measurements. Subjects were paid for their participation and gave informed consent, and all procedures were approved by the Boston University institutional review board (Protocol 2633E).

Stimuli {#sec4-2331216519854597}
-------

The target speech was always uttered by the same female talker with a mean fundamental frequency of 198.1 Hz (standard deviation 37.1 Hz) and an average speaking rate of 3.1 syllables per second. Targets were sentences taken from the American English matrix sentence test ([@bibr33-2331216519854597]), having the fixed five-word structure *name-verb-numeral-adjective-object*. For each word group, 10 alternatives are available which can be randomly combined to produce syntactically correct, but semantically unpredictable sentences. The test material consists of 90 such sentences, which are combined to lists of 10 sentences, in which each of the 50 words occurs once. These short lists are then combined to lists of 20 or 30 sentences for intelligibility measurements. Due to the lack of semantic predictability, each sentence appears to the subjects as one of any of the 10^5^ possible random combinations, and memorizing any of the 90 sentences is unlikely. The sentence lists have been optimized to produce highly homogenous SRTs (see [@bibr33-2331216519854597]).

In all conditions, two interfering talkers were used as maskers. These masking talkers were either two different female talkers (in the same-gender condition) or two different male talkers (in the different-gender condition). These pairs were the same throughout the experiments. All masking talkers uttered the same type of matrix sentences as the female target talker and were taken from recordings of [@bibr25-2331216519854597], which comprised the same 90 matrix sentences as the original matrix test. A random sentence was used for each masker in each trial. The masking talkers had similar average speaking rates (3.1 to 3.4 syllables per second). Their fundamental frequencies were 179.0 ± 33.1 Hz and 210.0 ± 38.4 Hz (female masker talkers) and 95.5 ± 12.7 Hz and 115.1 ± 19.6 Hz (male masker talkers). None of the talkers had a pronounced regional accent. The masker sentences started together with the target sentences. Due to variations in individual sentence lengths, it was possible that the interfering sentences were shorter than the target sentence in a particular trial. To avoid an unmasked target word at the end of the sentence in these cases, a second randomly selected masker sentence was appended, and then faded out after the end of the target sentence using a 20-ms Hann window.

Target and maskers were convolved with head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) to produce the desired spatial conditions. HRIRs were taken from the database of [@bibr29-2331216519854597] and had been recorded with a head-and-torso simulator in an anechoic chamber with a distance of 80 cm between the source and the center of the head. The target was always presented from the front, while the interfering talkers could be either colocated at the front, or spatially separated at ± 90° azimuth.

The intelligibility of the maskers was varied by either using intelligible forward sentences or time-reversed sentences. Time reversal of the masker sentences was achieved by reversing the full sentence. All combinations of masker gender, spatial configuration, and masker intelligibility were included in the experiment. This resulted in eight conditions: the reference condition (same-gender, colocated, intelligible masker); three conditions with one additional cue (masker gender, location, or intelligibility); three conditions with two of these cues; and one condition with all three cues. The third-octave spectra of each of the 90 masker sentences from each masker talker were matched to the corresponding frontal target sentence (after convolving with the HRIRs and time reversal if applicable) to minimize spectral differences between target and interferers.

Ideal Time--Frequency Segregation {#sec5-2331216519854597}
---------------------------------

All eight conditions were tested both with natural masked stimuli as well as with glimpsed speech. To keep the processing the same in all conditions, the analysis and resynthesis required to produce the glimpsed conditions also was applied to the natural conditions. ITFS processing was identical to that employed in a previous study ([@bibr32-2331216519854597], adopted from [@bibr10-2331216519854597], [@bibr11-2331216519854597]), consisting of the following steps conducted separately for each ear: --Convolving the target signal with HRIRs,--Summing the masker signals, scaling the stimuli to the desired SNRs, and performing the convolution with the HRIRs and the time reversal (if applicable),--Separating the stimuli into 128 frequency channels (spanning 80 Hz to 8 kHz) and 20-ms time windows with an overlap of 10 ms to obtain a matrix of T-F values representing the energy in each of those tiles, separately for target and (summed) maskers,--Applying a local SNR criterion of 0 dB, that is, comparing the target energy to the summed masker energy for each T-F unit to create a binary T-F-mask containing 1 for each unit in which the target energy is equal to or exceeds the masker energy, and 0 otherwise,--Of the summed target and maskers, discarding all tiles with 0 and resynthesizing the waveform from the remaining tiles to obtain the glimpsed speech.

All stimuli were downsampled to 20 kHz before the ITFS processing, and then upsampled again to 44.1 kHz for playback.

Calibration and Equipment {#sec6-2331216519854597}
-------------------------

A large range of SNRs including very low (negative) and very high (positive) SNRs was used in this study (see next section). To avoid strong variations in overall loudness, which would have occurred if either the target or the interfering speech had been fixed in level, the overall presentation level was fixed at 70 dB sound pressure level (SPL; as in [@bibr56-2331216519854597]). For natural masked speech, the desired SNRs were set in the digital domain, and then the mix was scaled to produce this presentation level. Note that the SNRs reported in this study differ from the target-to-masker ratios (TMRs) reported in previous studies (e.g., [@bibr32-2331216519854597]) in that the SNR is calculated based on the level of the sum of both interferers, whereas the TMR was calculated as the ratio between the target level and each individual interferer. A TMR of 0 dB hence corresponds to an SNR of about −3 dB for the conditions with two interferers in the present study. For glimpsed speech, the presentation level was set after applying the ITFS mask.

All stimuli were generated and controlled using MATLAB. For the intelligibility measurements, the AFC-MATLAB framework of [@bibr19-2331216519854597] was used. Listening effort measurements were conducted using a custom MATLAB framework. The digital output was D/A converted via an RME HDSP 9632 (ASIO) 24-bit sound card and delivered to the subjects via Sennheiser HD280 Pro headphones in sound-attenuated booths. The setup was calibrated to SPL using a Brüel and Kjær (B&K) 4153 artificial ear, a B&K 4947 ½ in. microphone, a B&K ZC-0032 preamplifier, and a B&K 2250 sound level meter. The right ear served as reference point for the calibration, but the level at the two ears was always the same within the limits of the headphones and the recorded HRIRs.

Procedures {#sec7-2331216519854597}
----------

The experiments were conducted in two sessions of about 2 hr each, that is, one session for the speech intelligibility measurements and one for the listening effort measurements. Half of the subjects conducted the speech intelligibility measurements first, and the other half started with the listening effort measurements. Prior to starting the measurements in each session, subjects read brief instructions about the task and were informed that the target talker would always be the same female talker, while interfering voices could be either male or female, intelligible or unintelligible, and at the same or different locations. To familiarize them with the target voice, subjects then listened to an example sound file of about 94 s duration, which consisted of concatenated sentences of the target talker in the presence of all speech maskers of the experiment as well as glimpsed speech. Two SNRs were included for each condition in the example file for natural masked speech. The lower SNR was +6 dB (reference condition) and −6 dB (all other conditions); the higher SNR was 10 dB above these values. The examples of glimpsed speech were generated at an SNR of 0 dB. These example SNRs were selected to make sure the target voice could clearly be heard and was intelligible.

### Speech intelligibility measurements {#sec8-2331216519854597}

The speech intelligibility measurements were conducted using a closed-set procedure, that is, subjects could select the words they had recognized after each sentence on a graphical user interface, which consisted of the entire matrix of 50 words. Subjects confirmed their choices by pressing a button, which triggered the presentation of the next sentence. Two initial training SRTs were measured using an adaptive track with lists of 20 sentences and a stationary speech-shaped noise to familiarize the subjects with the word grid and the task to reduce training effects typical for matrix sentence tests ([@bibr52-2331216519854597]). Each list contained each word of the matrix 2 times, but no sentence occurred twice. Subsequently, the experimental conditions were measured, each with a new random list of 30 sentences (i.e., each word was included 3 times). The initial SNR of the adaptive track was +6 dB for the reference condition, −6 dB for the remaining natural masked speech conditions, and −10 dB for the glimpsed conditions. These starting levels were chosen to ensure both good intelligibility of the target at the beginning of the track and fast convergence of the adaptive procedure. The SNR of the subsequent sentence presentation was varied adaptively using the procedure described by [@bibr5-2331216519854597]. The 30 sentences were equally split into two interleaved tracks, one of which converged to an SNR corresponding to 80% correctly understood words (SRT~80~), while the other converged to 20% correctly understood words (SRT~20~). The reference condition was measured twice to increase robustness of the individual baseline. The order of the 16+1 conditions was randomized for each subject, and each condition was measured completely before a new condition was started.

### Listening effort measurements {#sec9-2331216519854597}

Listening effort was measured by categorical listening effort scaling using a constant stimuli procedure. Each presentation consisted of three different concatenated target sentences with randomly chosen interferer sentences or ITFS processing. These three target-masker sentence pairs were played in a loop until the subjects made their assessment of "How much effort do you have to spend to understand the speech?" There was an initial period of 6 s during which the subjects had to listen only and could not make a choice. This ensured that they heard about two entire target sentences before making their choice. The response scale was the same as used in previous studies ([@bibr34-2331216519854597]; [@bibr35-2331216519854597]; [@bibr45-2331216519854597]; [@bibr46-2331216519854597]; [@bibr49-2331216519854597]) and consisted of 13 listening effort ratings with the seven named categories *no effort* (1 effort scaling categorical unit, ESCU), *very little effort* (3 ESCU), *little effort* (5 ESCU), *moderate effort* (7 ESCU), *considerable effort* (9 ESCU), *very high effort* (11 ESCU), and *extreme effort* (13 ESCU), as well as six unnamed categories in between. In addition, a 14th category labeled *I cannot understand the target talker at all* was provided for conditions in which subjects could not hear any target speech (and hence an assessment of listening effort would not be meaningful, see [@bibr34-2331216519854597]). The label of this 14th category differed from the previous studies, which had all employed unintelligible noise and had labeled this category *only noise*.

Target and maskers were presented at different fixed SNRs that had been selected in pilot experiments to cover a large range of the response scale for each condition. For the reference condition, the SNRs ranged from −10 to 30 dB in steps of 5 dB. For all other natural masked conditions, the SNRs ranged from −30 to +20 dB in steps of 5 dB. All 86 combinations of natural masked conditions and SNRs were combined in one block with a random order. SNRs for all glimpsed conditions ranged from −30 to +10 dB in steps of 5 dB. All 72 combinations of SNR and glimpsed condition were also combined in one block, and the order was again randomized. For each combination, new random target and interferer sentences were used, and the next combination was presented immediately after the subjects made their choice. Each block was repeated 4 times resulting in four listening effort ratings per condition and SNR from each subject. The median of the four ratings was calculated as the estimated listening effort. All 4 × 2 blocks were conducted in random order.

Data Analyses {#sec10-2331216519854597}
-------------

Model functions for the speech intelligibility data were determined by fitting a sigmoidal psychometric function with two degrees of freedom ([@bibr5-2331216519854597]) to the obtained SRT~20~ and SRT~80~ data for each subject and condition. The chance performance level of the model function was set to 0% because listeners were not forced to respond. The initial data analysis showed that the slopes of the psychometric functions were quite similar in all 16 conditions (between 3.9% and 6.0%/dB, mean 5.0%/dB), that is, the conditions differed mainly in a horizontal shift along the SNR axis. Therefore, the different conditions were analyzed by deriving 50% correct SRTs from the psychometric functions and comparing these across conditions.

The listening effort data were fitted using the same model function as proposed by [@bibr34-2331216519854597], [@bibr35-2331216519854597]). This function consists of two straight lines that intersect at 7 ESCU (i.e., the midpoint of the listening effort scale). The transition between the two lines is smoothed by a Bézier function. The model function has three degrees of freedom: the slopes of the two lines and the SNR of the intersection point. Ratings of the 14th category (i.e., when subjects could not understand the target talker at all) were excluded from the fitting. Despite the relatively broad range of SNRs employed in each condition, the resulting listening effort ratings did not cover a large range of the scale for all subjects and conditions. Specifically, in some cases, no data points at or above 10 ESCU, or at or below 4 ESCU were available. In these cases, a first-order polynomial was used as a simpler model function. Furthermore, the influence of floor and ceiling effects on the fitting procedure was limited by investigating the ratings at the highest and lowest SNRs, respectively. Some subjects tended to rate listening effort consistently lower than others such that several of the highest SNRs in a given condition were rated with 1 ESCU, that is, *no effort*. In these cases, only the lowest SNR for which this rating was obtained was kept for fitting the model function. The same was applied at the upper end of the rating scale. This is equivalent to the data collection procedure in the adaptive version of the categorical listening effort scaling ([@bibr34-2331216519854597]), where SNRs at which the subject rated *no effort* (*extreme effort*) are not repeated or exceeded on an individual basis. As for the speech intelligibility data, SNRs at a fixed listening effort rating (e.g., *medium effort*) were derived from the psychometric functions and then compared across conditions.

For both speech intelligibility and listening effort, the data were tested for normal distribution. If normality could be assumed, repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted with a significance level of .05. Degrees of freedom were Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. Paired comparisons were conducted as post hoc tests if applicable, and Šidák corrections were applied for multiple comparisons unless stated otherwise. If normality could not be assumed, Friedman tests followed by Wilcoxon rank sum comparisons (if applicable) were conducted. The data will be made available upon request.

Results {#sec11-2331216519854597}
=======

Speech Intelligibility Measurements {#sec12-2331216519854597}
-----------------------------------

### Masking release {#sec13-2331216519854597}

[Figure 1](#fig1-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} shows mean SRTs for natural masked speech (top) and glimpsed speech (middle) as well as the *additional masking* (bottom), which was calculated as the difference between SRTs for natural masked speech and glimpsed speech. The term *additional masking* is used because---apart from representing the amount of IM---the difference may also include residual effects of masker energy retained in the target-dominated tiles (see Discussion section). Error bars represent interindividual standard errors. For natural masked speech, the highest SRT of −2.9 dB SNR was measured in the reference condition. SRTs in conditions with a single unmasking cue (dark gray) were considerably lower (−20.5 to −17.3 dB SNR). A further reduction of SRTs was observed when two unmasking cues were combined (light gray, SRTs −24.6 to −22.8 dB SNR). The lowest SRT of −26.3 dB SNR was observed when all three unmasking cues were provided (white). A Friedman test confirmed the significant effect of condition, χ^2^(7) = 56.629, *p* \< .001. This test was of course considerably influenced by the obvious difference between the reference condition and all other conditions. As a post hoc analysis, the Friedman test was therefore rerun without the reference condition, indicating that the effect of condition was still significant, χ^2^(6) = 45.345, *p* \< .001. However, because pairwise comparisons of all conditions required 21 Wilcoxon tests, a considerable reduction in significance level was required, and none of the differences could be reported as significant. The SRT differences for natural masked speech with one or more unmasking cues are hence reported as trends here. Figure 1.Mean SRT and standard errors for natural masked speech (top) and glimpsed speech (middle). The SRT difference (natural minus glimpsed) is termed *additional masking* and indicated in the bottom panel. Gray scales represent the number of provided unmasking cues of the different conditions.SRT = speech reception threshold; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.

For glimpsed speech, all SRTs were lower than in the corresponding natural masked speech condition. The largest difference (additional masking of 19.2 dB) was observed for the reference condition. For the conditions with at least one unmasking cue, SRTs were between −25.0 and −30.9 dB SNR and tended to decrease with increasing number of unmasking cues. A one-way ANOVA confirmed the significant effect of condition, *F*(3.279, 29.510) = 24,823, *p* \< .001. Post hoc tests indicated that SRTs in the reference condition differed significantly from all other SRTs except for male maskers, and the SRT in the condition with all three unmasking cues differed significantly from the first three SRTs (reference, male maskers, spatial maskers). In addition, some of the intermediate SRTs also differed significantly from each other so that overall it could be concluded that SRTs measured for glimpsed speech were not uniform. A one-way ANOVA indicated that the effect of condition on additional masking was significant, *F*(2.275, 24.538) = 29.041, *p* \< .001. Post hoc tests indicated that, apart from the obvious differences between the reference condition and all other conditions, the additional masking differed significantly between male versus male+reversed maskers and between male versus male+spatial+reversed maskers.

The masking release due to the different unmasking cues was assessed as a shift in SRT relative to the reference condition and is illustrated in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} for natural masked speech (top) and glimpsed speech (bottom). For natural masked speech, the smallest mean masking release was observed for masker gender difference (14.4 dB) and time reversal (15.3 dB), while the SRT benefit due to spatial separation was slightly larger (17.6 dB). When two combined unmasking cues were provided, the mean masking release increased to between 19.9 and 21.7 dB. The largest masking release of 23.3 dB occurred when all three unmasking cues were provided. The differences in masking release between conditions were significant according to a one-way ANOVA, *F*(2.861, 25.571) = 22.722, *p* \< .001. Post hoc comparisons indicated that masking releases did not differ significantly within the group of conditions with a single unmasking cue (dark gray). In comparison with conditions with more than one unmasking cue, male and reversed maskers always showed significantly lower masking release. In contrast, the masking release due to spatial separation did not differ significantly from the masking release measured with any combination of unmasking cues. Within the group of conditions with two unmasking cues (light gray), masking releases did not differ significantly. The condition with all three unmasking cues differed significantly from all other conditions that did not include spatial separation. Figure 2.Mean benefit in SRT obtained by the different unmasking cues for natural masked speech (top) and glimpsed speech (bottom). Error bars indicate standard errors. Gray scales represent the number of provided unmasking cues of the different conditions. Black solid and dashed lines represent the energetic differences estimated from the retained monaural and better-ear glimpse energy, respectively (see text).SRT = speech reception threshold.

For the masking release measured with glimpsed speech, the main effect of condition was also significant, *F*(2.990, 26.913) = 12.958, *p* \< .001. The differences between the following pairs of conditions were significant after correction: male versus male+reversed, male versus spatial+reversed, male versus male+spatial+reversed, spatial versus spatial+reversed, and spatial versus male+spatial+reversed.

### Estimating the contribution of EM {#sec14-2331216519854597}

In an attempt to estimate the contribution of EM/unmasking to the observed SRTs, an analysis of the target speech glimpses retained after applying the ITFS was conducted in the same way as done by [@bibr32-2331216519854597]. Note that the glimpsing only retained those speech tiles that were assumed to be target-dominated. Thus, with increasing overall SNR, an increasing proportion of tiles (and thus target energy) was retained in the glimpsed speech. This is illustrated in the top panel of [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. The data shown here were derived as the ratio of root-mean-square values of the glimpsed speech to unprocessed target speech (computed with an *all-ones* binary mask), calculated from 50 randomly selected combinations of target and masker sentences in each condition as a function of SNR. The obtained energy ratios were very similar for both ears and are shown for the right ear only. Different symbols and line styles indicate the different conditions. This analysis revealed that conditions including masker time reversal (dashed lines) comprised a consistently higher proportion of retained target energy compared with conditions with forward maskers (solid lines) at the same overall SNR. Differences within the group of reversed maskers and within the group of forward maskers appeared to be small. To explore the role of the differences in retained energy between forward and reversed maskers, the time course of the retained glimpses was analyzed by calculating the proportion of retained glimpses across frequency channels for each 20-ms analysis window. An example of this is illustrated in the inset in the bottom panel of [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. The solid line shows the mean proportion of retained tiles as a function of time for colocated, same-sex forward maskers, calculated across 50 realizations of target sentence and maskers at an SNR of −10 dB. The dotted line shows the corresponding proportion of retained tiles for colocated, same-sex reversed maskers. This example shows that, while both curves fluctuate somewhat over time, there is a distinct difference in the first about 300 ms in that a considerably larger proportion of tiles are retained for the reversed maskers than for the forward maskers. This pattern of differences between forward and reversed maskers was also observed for spatial maskers, male maskers, and combinations thereof. This is in line with the observed pattern of retained target energy across conditions ([Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Top: proportion of retained energy after glimpsing as a function of SNR. Dashed lines represent reversed maskers, solid lines represent forward maskers. Bottom: corresponding SNR differences at equal retained energy relative to the reference condition as a function of reference SNR. Data are slightly shifted horizontally for readability. Vertical dashed and dotted lines mark the SRTs obtained for natural masked speech and glimpsed speech in the reference condition, respectively. The inset in the bottom panel illustrates the proportion of tiles retained during glimpsing as a function of time (see text) for forward (solid) and reversed maskers (dotted), for colocated same-sex maskers at an SNR of −10 dB.SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.

To estimate what contribution the differences in target energy across conditions might have had on the SRT benefits across conditions, first, the equivalent SNR benefit relative to the reference condition at a given proportion of retained energy was computed as the horizontal distance between the curves for the reference condition (squares, solid line) and all other conditions. The bottom panel of [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting SNR differences as a function of reference SNR. For forward maskers (black solid lines), the increase in retained target energy was no larger than 1 dB except at very low reference SNRs. In contrast, the retained energy for reversed maskers (black dashed lines) was considerably higher than in the reference condition, decreasing from more than 6 dB at very low SNRs to about 2 dB at a reference SNR of 0 dB. At positive reference SNRs, the SNR benefit disappeared. The gray vertical lines indicate the SRTs measured in the reference condition for natural masked speech (dashed) and glimpsed speech (dotted). Next, the SNR benefits at these reference SRTs were interpolated. The resulting values are plotted as solid lines in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. For natural masked speech (top panel), only a small portion of the observed unmasking effects (about 1 dB for forward maskers and about 2.5 dB for reversed maskers) could be attributed to the increased target energy at each ear. In contrast, the SRT benefits relative to the reference condition observed for glimpsed speech were quite similar to the derived differences in retained target energy (see bottom panel of [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}). Notable differences between SRT differences and differences in retained target energy of \>3 dB occurred for conditions including spatial separation of target and maskers, where the observed SRT benefit was larger than could be expected from the monaural energy advantage (see Discussion section). One factor likely to affect speech perception but not captured by a monaural glimpse analysis is that the auditory system is believed to make use of better-ear glimpses, that is, favorable glimpses occurring in either ear at a given time frame. To estimate how better-ear glimpsing affected the present data, a new set of target signals was constructed from the glimpsed speech signals of the left and right ear as follows: For each T-F tile, the target energy at the left and right ear was compared, and the tile of the ear with the higher energy was kept while that of other ear was discarded. The energy of the resulting *better-ear glimpse stimulus* was computed for 50 random target-masker combinations for each condition, and then compared across conditions in the same way as described earlier for the monaural glimpse analysis. Dashed lines in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} show the SRT benefit relative to the reference condition that would be expected due to better-ear glimpsing. It can be seen that for all conditions with spatially separated maskers, the energy retained in better-ear glimpses was about 1 dB higher than the monaurally retained energy, while for all other conditions, no advantage occurred.

To assess the degree to which the differences in masking release between conditions could be attributed to differences in monaural or better-ear glimpse energy, the estimated differences in retained target energy (i.e., the values represented by solid and dashed black lines in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) were subtracted from the measured masking releases, and separate one-way ANOVAs for monaural and better-ear glimpses were conducted. For natural masked speech, these analyses showed that the main effect of condition was still significant---monaural glimpses: *F*(2.880, 25.924) = 17.081, *p* \< .001; better-ear glimpses: *F*(2.871, 25.843) = 13.233, *p* \< .001---indicating that not all of the observed differences could be accounted for by differences in glimpsed target energy. Post hoc comparisons indicated that the same significant differences as without the subtraction of the (monaural or better-ear) glimpse target energy were significant. In addition, the difference between spatial and reversed maskers was also significant when subtracting the monaural glimpse energy (which was not the case without subtracting monaural glimpse energy or with subtracting better-ear glimpse energy).

For glimpsed speech, the same analysis also revealed a significant main effect of condition---monaural glimpses: *F*(3.011, 27.100) = 11.126, *p* \< .001; better-ear glimpses: *F*(2.999, 26.995) = 6.730, *p* = .002. Here, however, the pattern of significant pairs was changed considerably compared with the analysis without subtracting the energetic glimpsing advantages. While previously significant differences had only occurred between the two leftmost conditions and the two or three rightmost conditions in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} (see earlier), these differences were no longer significant when the energetic glimpse advantage was subtracted (both for monaural and better-ear glimpses). Instead, when subtracting the monaural glimpse advantage, the SRT benefit measured with spatial+male maskers now differed significantly from all other conditions except the one with all three unmasking cues. In addition, the difference between reversed maskers and male+spatial+reversed maskers was significant. The emerging difference between spatial+male maskers and the other conditions seems intuitive given that there was only a negligible monaural energetic advantage in the spatial+male condition (see solid black line in the bottom panel of [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) while, for all other conditions, a considerable portion of the observed masking release was subtracted in this analysis. As a post hoc analysis, *t* tests were conducted for each condition to test if the means (measured release minus the differences in glimpse energy) differed significantly from 0 dB. This was the case for spatial, spatial+male, and male+spatial+reversed maskers. When subtracting the better-ear glimpse advantage, significant differences were between spatial+male maskers and spatial, reversed, and male+reversed maskers. The same post hoc analysis as for monaural glimpses showed that the means (measured release minus the differences in better-ear glimpse energy) differed significantly from 0 dB for spatial+male maskers and maskers with all three unmasking cues.

### Analysis of error patterns {#sec15-2331216519854597}

When considering error patterns in SOS masking conditions using closed-set target and masker stimuli, three types of errors could occur: subjects could (a) leave response fields blank (they were not forced to respond, referred to as *omissions* in the following), (b) select a word uttered by one of the maskers *(confusions)*, or (c) indicate a wrong word not uttered by any of the maskers *(random error)*. The error analysis conducted for all trials of the adaptive tracks is shown in [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. The top panel shows the proportion of omissions among the overall errors made for natural masked speech (black) and glimpsed speech (white). The data indicated that omissions made up a similar proportion of errors in each condition (between about 0.3 and 0.4). The proportion of omissions was always higher for glimpsed speech than for natural masked speech, but these differences were small (0.06 on average across conditions). A somewhat smaller proportion of omissions was observed for natural masked speech in the reference condition (0.24) than for glimpsed speech in this condition (0.41). Figure 4.Proportion of errors due to omissions (top) and proportion of errors due to masker confusions (bottom) for natural masked speech (black) and glimpsed speech (white). The dashed line in the bottom panel indicates the chance level for masker confusions.

The bottom panel of [Figure 4](#fig4-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} shows the proportion of masker confusions measured based on the overall cases of wrongly selected words (i.e., the distance to a proportion of 1.0 in this panel is the proportion of random errors). The dashed horizontal line represents the chance level for random errors (which was 1 − 0.9^2 ^= 0.19, i.e., the probability of the wrongly selected word being uttered by neither of the two maskers). For glimpsed speech, the proportion of confusions was close to the chance level, which was expected because there was little masker energy remaining. The same was observed for all conditions including reversed maskers, where the masker words were not intelligible. In contrast, the proportion was considerably higher than chance in all conditions with intelligible maskers. The largest proportion of masker confusion was observed in the reference condition (0.84), indicating that the majority of errors occurred because subjects chose a word uttered by one of the maskers. For spatially separated or male maskers, the proportion of confusions was reduced to between about 0.6 and 0.7.

Listening Effort Measurements {#sec16-2331216519854597}
-----------------------------

### Psychometric functions and comparison across conditions {#sec17-2331216519854597}

[Figure 5](#fig5-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} shows the median listening effort ratings across subjects (symbols). Error bars represent interquartile ranges. Psychometric functions were fitted to the data points for each condition and are shown as solid and dashed lines for natural masked and glimpsed speech, respectively. The reference condition is shown in the top left panel. The other panels show data for the different combinations of unmasking cues as indicated. For comparison, the psychometric function obtained in the (natural speech) reference condition is replotted in each panel as gray lines. Figure 5.Psychometric functions of the listening effort ratings for natural masked speech (solid lines) and glimpsed speech (dashed lines). Symbols and error bars represent median values and interquartile ranges across subjects. Different panels show data of the eight combinations of unmasking cues. For comparison, the function of the natural reference condition is replotted in each panel (gray).ESCU= effort scaling categorical unit; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio.

The following general trends could be observed in the data: First, listening effort always decreased with increasing SNR. For some conditions, the highest SNRs employed in the experiment did not result in median ratings of very low listening effort (i.e., the data points did not cover the lowest three categories of the employed scale). Second, listening effort of natural masked speech was always reduced at a given SNR when one or more unmasking cues were available (compare black and gray solid lines in each panel). This listening effort reduction depended on condition, and it tended to be larger at lower SNRs, while toward the higher SNRs, the two curves converged. In general, the reduction in listening effort at lower SNRs appeared to be larger when more than one unmasking cue was available than for isolated cues. The third general observation was that listening effort for glimpsed speech was always lower than listening effort for natural masked speech with the same maskers (compare dashed and solid black lines in each panel). In the reference condition, the psychometric functions of natural masked speech and glimpsed speech were parallel across the entire range of measured SNRs (shifted by about 14 dB SNR). For all other conditions, the function for glimpsed speech showed a steeper slope at lower SNRs and listening effort for natural masked speech and glimpsed speech was more similar (or the same in some conditions) at very low SNRs.

To further explore the observed differences between conditions, the SNRs resulting in fixed listening effort ratings (i.e., the horizontal distances between the psychometric functions) were derived from the individual psychometric functions of each subject and condition. One subject was excluded from this analysis because no data points were available at the SNRs of interest. This was because the psychometric functions of this subject were considerably steeper than those of the other subjects. While the group psychometric function shown in the top left panel of [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} suggests a decrease in listening effort from about 12 ESCU to 2 ESCU over a range of approximately 40 dB SNR, the corresponding ratings of this subject covered only about half this range, and the minimum rating of *no effort* was already reached at an SNR of 0 dB in most conditions. Consequently, no comparison of listening effort across conditions could be made at higher SNRs. Differences in listening effort ratings between subjects were also observed at the lower end of the SNR range. In particular, subjects differed with respect to the SNR at which they gave the highest rating *(extreme effort)* or indicated that they could not understand the target talker at all. This means that, at very low SNRs, data for comparing measurement conditions would not be available for all subjects because they reached ceiling at different SNRs. A closer inspection of the individual data in all 16 conditions showed that, for the remaining nine subjects, the range in which data were available covered SNRs between 0 and +15 dB. This SNR range was of particular interest because, as stated in the introduction and confirmed in the speech intelligibility measurements of the present study, speech intelligibility could be assumed to be very high/at ceiling at these SNRs, but conditions might still differ in listening effort.

To conduct a quantitative comparison across conditions, reference SNRs of 0, 10, and 15 dB were selected. According to the group psychometric functions ([Figure 5](#fig5-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}), these SNRs corresponded to mean listening effort ratings of 8.8, 5.7, and 4.2 ESCU in the reference condition, respectively. For each subject and condition, the listening effort ratings at these SNRs in the reference condition were derived, and the SNR differences required to produce the same listening effort ratings were calculated for all other conditions. The corresponding mean values and interindividual standard errors for natural masked speech conditions are shown in the top panel of [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. These SNR differences can be considered as a measure of the benefit provided by the different unmasking cues. The three bars in each group correspond to reference SNRs of 0, 10, and 15 dB. The unmasking benefit differed considerably between conditions: The smallest benefit was observed for gender difference or time reversal as the only unmasking cue, where the benefit was about 5 and 3 dB at reference SNRs of 0 and 15 dB, respectively. For spatial separation alone (second group of bars), the benefit was slightly larger (between 8 and 5 dB). When unmasking cues were combined, the SNR benefit was generally increased compared with isolated unmasking cues, except for the combination of male and reversed maskers, for which SNR differences were comparable with spatial separation alone. The largest benefit was observed when all three unmasking cues were combined (between about 13.5 and 7.5 dB). For all conditions, the benefit decreased with increasing reference SNR, which corresponded to the converging psychometric functions described earlier. A two-way ANOVA with factors reference SNR and condition confirmed these observations: Both main effects were significant---reference SNR: *F*(1.097, 8.776) = 6.526, *p* = .030; condition: *F*(2.854, 22.832) = 10.992, *p* \< .001. The interaction between both factors was also significant, *F*(3.652, 29.216) = 5.654, *p* = .002, indicating that the effect of condition depended on reference SNR. Separate one-way ANOVAs for each reference SNR were conducted as post hoc analyses. In each case, the main effect of condition was significant---0 dB: *F*(3.045, 24.363) = 16.230, *p* \< .001; 10 dB: *F*(2.720, 21.758) = 7.882, *p* = .001; 15 dB: *F*(3.176, 25.408) = 5.246, *p* = .005. The significance of the pairwise comparisons between conditions differed somewhat between reference SNRs: For a reference SNR of 0 dB, the masking release was significantly larger when all three unmasking cues were combined than for any of the cues in isolation. The masking release was also significantly larger for spatial+reversed maskers than for male or spatial maskers, larger for spatial+male maskers than for male maskers, and larger for spatial than for male maskers. For a reference SNR of 10 dB, the masking release observed for each individual unmasking cue was significantly smaller than for the condition with spatial+male maskers and for the condition with all three unmasking cues. For a reference SNR of 15 dB, the only significant differences were between spatial+male maskers and both reversed maskers and spatial maskers, and between reversed maskers and male+spatial+reversed maskers. It is worth mentioning that the differences between conditions in terms of retained glimpse energy were very small at these SNRs (≤1 dB, see [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) such that the observed differences were probably not attributable to differences in available target energy. Figure 6.Top panel: mean equivalent SNR changes relative to the reference condition to obtain the same listening effort ratings as in the reference condition for natural masked speech at SNRs of 0, 10, and 15 dB (three bars of each group). Error bars indicate standard errors. Bottom panel: mean additional masking calculated as the difference between SNRs in natural listening conditions and glimpsed speech at the same listening effort values. The horizontal dashed line at 10 dB is included for visual guidance.

The same was true when considering the additional reduction in listening effort that was observed for glimpsed speech relative to natural masked speech, which was quantified using the same approach as described earlier: The *additional* SNR reduction required to produce the same three listening effort ratings was calculated for each subject and condition. This reduction corresponds to the horizontal distance between the solid and dashed black curves in [Figure 5](#fig5-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} and is the equivalent of the *additional masking* shown for the SRT data in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. In the context of listening effort, this can be considered as a measure of the listening effort reduction the subjects experienced when the target-from-masker segregation was conducted for them by means of glimpsing, while the amount of speech information was the same. The mean values and standard errors are shown in the bottom panel of [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. In contrast to the benefit of unmasking cues relative to the reference condition, the additional benefit due to glimpsing increased with increasing reference SNR for most conditions, reflecting the convergence of the dashed and solid black curves at lower SNRs mentioned earlier. For the reference condition (dark gray bars), the glimpsing benefit was between 13 and 15 dB. It was similar in magnitude for male maskers and male+reversed maskers. For reversed maskers, the highest mean glimpsing benefit was observed (about 15 to 17 dB). When spatial separation was provided as an unmasking cue (either alone or in combination with other unmasking cues), the glimpsing benefit was reduced and was between about 8 and 13 dB. These data were subjected to a two-way ANOVA, which confirmed a significant main effect of reference SNR, *F*(1.059, 8.464) = 15.026, *p* = .004, as well as of condition, *F*(2.958, 23.661) = 6.544, *p* = .002, while the interaction between the factors was not significant, *F*(3.376, 27.007) = 1.343, *p* = .281. Post hoc comparisons indicated that data for a reference SNR of 0 dB differed significantly from the two higher reference SNRs, while data for the two higher reference SNRs did not differ significantly from each other. The only conditions that differed significantly from each other after correction for multiple comparisons were those for reversed maskers and spatial+male maskers.

Comparing the top and bottom panel of [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"} indicates that the additional benefit due to glimpsing (bottom) was larger than the initial benefit due to the isolated unmasking cues (top, dark gray). This difference was more pronounced for male and reversed maskers than for spatially separated maskers and was also observed for male+reversed maskers. For combined unmasking cues including spatial separation, the difference between the natural cue benefit and the additional glimpsing benefit was smaller.

Relation Between Speech Intelligibility and Listening Effort {#sec18-2331216519854597}
------------------------------------------------------------

One way of comparing speech intelligibility data and listening effort data is to extract speech recognition scores and listening effort ratings from the respective psychometric functions at fixed SNRs (cf. Rennies & Kidd, 2018). This was done for all conditions of the present study by sampling the group psychometric functions from SNRs of −30 to 30 dB in steps of 1 dB. The resulting pairs of intelligibility and listening effort are plotted in [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. Different symbols represent the different conditions (gray: glimpsed speech, black: natural masked speech). For each condition, this representation consisted of two main parts: In the first part, intelligibility was at ceiling and listening effort increased from very low ratings to approximately *medium effort* (7 ESCU). In the second part, speech intelligibility decreased as listening effort increased further. Comparing the different conditions, it can be seen that most data points were aligned within a corridor of ±1 ESCU around a sigmoid function fitted to the data (solid and dashed lines), that is, the relation between intelligibility and listening effort was similar for most conditions. One notable exception was the reference condition, which was systematically below all other conditions in the representation of [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}. The differences (as measured to the fitted sigmoid function) were approximately 2 ESCU and 25% to 30% in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. Another smaller but seemingly systematic effect was that the data points for glimpsed speech were consistently below the data points of natural masked speech in the region where intelligibility started to decrease. Figure 7.Speech intelligibility plotted against listening effort for all conditions. Each data point corresponds to the group values of listening effort and speech intelligibility at a specific SNR between −30 and 30 dB. The solid line is a sigmoid function fitted to the data, while the dashed lines illustrate the same sigmoid shifted horizontally by ±1 ESCU.ESCU = effort scaling categorical unit.

Another way of comparing speech intelligibility and listening effort measurements is to consider individual data. To test if individual speech recognition performance was correlated with individual listening effort ratings, correlations between SNRs measured at the midpoint of the psychometric functions (i.e., 50% correct and 7 ESCU, respectively) were computed for each experimental condition. It was found that these SNRs were only significantly correlated for spatial+reversed maskers (*R* = .67 for natural masked speech, *R* = .72 for glimpsed speech), but not for any other masking condition. This indicates that there was not a strong systematic relation between individual results in speech intelligibility and listening effort. Similarly, there was no significant relation between the individual SRT benefits and the individual SNR benefits relative to the 7 ESCU point in any of the measurement conditions, indicating that the consistency in the rank order of conditions between speech intelligibility and listening effort observed at a group level was not pronounced at the level of individual data.

Discussion {#sec19-2331216519854597}
==========

Informational and Energetic Masking in Speech Intelligibility {#sec20-2331216519854597}
-------------------------------------------------------------

One goal in the design of the experimental conditions of this study was to create a reference condition comprising a high degree of IM, thereby providing a large range over which to compare the efficacy of different isolated or combined unmasking cues. Among the conditions tested here, the reference condition had the highest SRT (−2.9 dB SNR) by a large margin. This value is very similar to the SRT of 0 dB TMR (≈−3 dB SNR) reported by [@bibr32-2331216519854597] for a different group of subjects and speech materials, but for essentially the same reference condition. Roughly equivalent SRTs for similarly defined reference conditions also have been reported for other kinds of closed-set speech material (e.g., [@bibr10-2331216519854597]; [@bibr18-2331216519854597]). The present results support the conclusion of previous studies that under such challenging listening conditions, subjects are able to understand, on average, 50% or more of the target speech only when the target level exceeds the level of the masking talkers. The observation that listeners must rely on a relative level cue to segregate talkers becomes particularly important when considering the effort involved in solving the task because simply attending to the louder talker apparently requires less effort than exploiting other cues (e.g., [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}, further discussion later). Furthermore, the reference condition produced the largest amount of *additional masking* (19 dB), that is, the largest difference between natural and glimpsed speech, consistent with the view that it caused the most IM. For all conditions that included at least one unmasking cue, the additional masking that was observed was roughly similar in magnitude (about 4--8 dB).^[1](#fn1-2331216519854597){ref-type="fn"}^

The present findings are in line with several previous studies in that a considerable SRT reduction was observed for each of the unmasking cues tested in isolation. The unmasking that was observed was rather similar for these three cues (14--17 dB). Some studies also found similar amounts of masking release across cues (e.g., [@bibr32-2331216519854597]; [@bibr51-2331216519854597]), while other studies have reported different amounts of masking for different cues (e.g., [@bibr20-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]). The reasons for the differences in masking release across studies are not entirely clear but may be due partly to different spatial separation methods, different speech materials, and different subject samples, especially given the relatively large individual differences typically found for conditions high in IM. Consistent with this observation, the ranges of individual SRT benefits (minimum to maximum) found in this study were 4.4 to 27.8 dB, 3.6 to 26.4 dB, and 7.6 to 24.0 dB for spatial, male, and reversed maskers, respectively. These ranges are comparable with those reported by [@bibr32-2331216519854597], and, with such large ranges across individuals, it seems plausible that group mean differences of several decibels would be expected when comparing results from small groups of subjects. Another factor contributing to these differences in group mean thresholds could be that the present study employed the same target talker and the same pairs of masking talkers (as did Zekveld et al., 2014), while [@bibr32-2331216519854597] and [@bibr54-2331216519854597] used target and masking talkers randomly selected from the set of talkers on each trial. It is possible that the reduced uncertainty associated with constant target and masker voices decreased the unmasking benefit found here.

The current study extended the work of [@bibr32-2331216519854597] by incorporating all combinations of the three unmasking cues. Our findings suggested that a consistent additional decrease in SRT could occur when combining more than one unmasking cue. The additional benefit clearly was subadditive, that is, the reduction achieved by adding a second cue to a single unmasking cue was much smaller than its primary unmasking effect. This is in line with other studies that combined unmasking cues in similar SOS conditions (e.g., [@bibr51-2331216519854597]). Again, there were large differences between studies as to the additional benefit of a second unmasking cue, and not all studies have found that adding a second cue provided an additional benefit (e.g., [@bibr20-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]).

In addition to differences in the methods, subjects, or precise listening conditions, another factor that makes comparisons between this study and previous studies difficult is that the contribution of EM (e.g., the extent to which EM dominates masking) was not always estimated. In this study, this estimation was obtained by including glimpsed stimuli as a control and by considering the differences in target energy retained after glimpsing at each ear. The monaural glimpse energy analysis supported several important observations: First, it was shown that significant energetic differences between stimuli/conditions may still exist (cf. [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) even when attempting to minimize these differences by equalizing the long-term spectra of all maskers and conditions. This was especially pronounced for time-reversed maskers in this study (see later). Second, the variations in SRTs across conditions for the glimpsed speech could be explained largely by differences in the proportion of target energy retained, with the exception being those cases containing a spatial separation cue (see [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, for three out of the four conditions containing the spatial separation cue with glimpsed speech, SRTs were significantly lower than in the (glimpsed) reference condition. This residual benefit raises the possibility that the spatial information in the masker energy that was retained in the target-dominated tiles provided an advantage that could be exploited by the auditory system. A third conclusion to be drawn from the glimpse analysis is that, for natural masked speech, the significance of SRT differences in the conditions with at least one unmasking cue remained after subtracting the (monaural) energetic advantages. This suggests that monaural glimpse energy cannot fully explain the differences in unmasking effects across conditions. Fourth, the lower SRTs observed in conditions with spatially separated maskers were hardly affected by energetic advantages in the (monaural) glimpses (see black solid line in [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}). Any energetic advantage present in these conditions would hence have to originate from binaural processing, which is not captured in the proportion of retained energy at either ear. A simplified model process of binaural processing is better-ear glimpsing. An estimate of an assumed optimal better-ear switching for each T-F tile showed that such a process could partly account for the gap between observed SRT differences and energetic differences expected from monaural glimpsing, but only in the order of about 1 dB.

One particular factor affecting intelligibility in the presence of reversed maskers is that explicit masker confusions cannot occur. Previous studies indicated that an analysis of response errors can help to disentangle the effects caused by EM and IM. In speech identification tasks with high IM, subjects tend to report the words uttered by the masker talkers rather than by the target talker when errors are made ([@bibr9-2331216519854597]; [@bibr31-2331216519854597]; [@bibr27-2331216519854597]; [@bibr32-2331216519854597]; [@bibr53-2331216519854597]). In contrast, the errors that occur for tasks dominated by EM tend to be randomly distributed. In the present study, the error patterns observed fit this expectation: For all conditions with unintelligible maskers (reversed maskers or glimpsed speech), the probability of masker confusions was near chance (19%). In all conditions with intelligible maskers, a considerable proportion of confusions occurred, which was highest for the reference condition (84%). The proportion of omissions (i.e., subjects deciding not to indicate a target word) was also reduced somewhat in the reference condition (24%) compared with the other conditions (30%--42%). This suggests that, when in doubt, subjects decided to guess more frequently in the high-IM reference condition than in the other conditions and, consequently, were more likely to report a word uttered by one of the maskers. This should be discussed in the context of the assumed chance level during the fitting of the psychometric functions. Setting this chance level was not straightforward here because subjects were not forced to guess, that is, the true chance level was likely between 0% (no guessing) and 10% (always guessing) and also depended on the individual listener's tendency to guess. To estimate how this may have affected the present data, we computed differences in SRT~50~ between psychometric functions with 0% (as for the data reported earlier) and 10% chance level. The latter produced about 1.6-dB lower SRT~50~ values, and this difference was very similar for all conditions. Consequently, derived SRT~50~ differences between conditions were largely unchanged (mean absolute difference \<0.1 dB). However, we cannot rule out that the "true" chance level differed between conditions, especially because the error pattern analysis indicated that the proportion of guesses was somewhat larger in the reference condition than in the other conditions (in which it was similar, see [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}). It is hence possible that the amount of unmasking reported here depended slightly on the assumed chance level. Because the number of omissions was similar for all conditions with at least one unmasking cue, the comparison between unmasking conditions would not have been strongly affected.

The analysis of glimpse energy ([Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that an increased number of glimpses in the first 300 ms, approximately, was available for reversed maskers compared with forward. It is likely that the method for time reversing the maskers used in the present study was responsible for the differences between forward and reversed maskers found here. In contrast to the method used by [@bibr32-2331216519854597] in which individual words drawn from a matrix of words were concatenated to form sentences, the speech materials used as target and maskers in this study were recorded as naturally produced sentences. This meant that the decline in level that is characteristic of naturally produced single sentences that occurs toward the end of the sentences was present in these stimuli, although care was taken during the recordings to minimize this effect ([@bibr25-2331216519854597]). Because the stimuli were scaled to equal root-mean-square during presentation, the relative level of the words at the end of the sentence was slightly lower than at the beginning. When the entire masker sentence was reversed, the lower level words were superimposed on the initial words of the target sentence producing more target-dominated glimpses. In combination with the often salient onsets of the names in the target sentences, it seems reasonable that a decrease in masker level due to time reversal would produce better intelligibility at the beginning of the sentence (i.e., the first word). One practical consequence of the rather strong energetic effect of masker time reversal is that glimpses (or other suitable measures) should be analyzed and reported to facilitate comparison between studies especially those that use masker time reversal as a cue.

Informational and Energetic Masking in Listening Effort {#sec21-2331216519854597}
-------------------------------------------------------

One goal of this study was to extend the SOS paradigm employed in previous studies of speech intelligibility to the measurement of listening effort. To that end, listening effort was investigated over a large range of SNRs including those where intelligibility was at ceiling. To the best of our knowledge, listening effort has not been examined in this way previously for high-IM SOS masking conditions or for the corresponding glimpsed speech conditions.

Listening effort was systematically lower when one or more unmasking cues were provided than in the reference condition at a given SNR. For all combinations of cues, this benefit was largest at low SNRs but was reduced or eliminated at high SNRs. The dependence of unmasking benefit on SNR was also observed for spatial unmasking of speech in stationary noise ([@bibr45-2331216519854597]) and seems intuitive given that, at a high enough SNR, listening effort will be dominated by SNR and become independent of other unmasking cues. However, the release from listening effort relative to the reference condition extended well into the range of positive SNRs (see [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}), and it is important to point out that these effects were unlikely to have been affected by energetic advantages as was observed for the speech intelligibility data. As suggested by the analysis of available glimpse energy (see [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}), the differences between conditions were very small at positive SNRs. In this range, the significant differences between conditions were presumably related to a reduced effort required to suppress the masker talkers rather than to energetic effects. The amount of release from listening effort depended on the unmasking cue: It was larger for spatial maskers (equivalent to a 5--8 dB SNR change) than for male or reversed maskers (equivalent to a 3--5 dB SNR change) and was generally smaller for isolated than for combined unmasking cues, and it reached an equivalent change in SNR of 10 dB or more for some conditions (see [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}). As stated earlier, the release from listening effort was even larger at lower SNRs but was affected more by energetic differences (e.g., a 3-dB advantage would be expected for reversed maskers at a reference SNR of −10 dB, see [Figure 3](#fig3-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}).

It should be noted that previous studies of listening effort in SOS masking conditions in which one or more unmasking cues were provided typically made measurements at lower (usually negative) SNRs. [@bibr56-2331216519854597] quantified listening effort using pupillometry for SNRs converging to the SRT. They reported that a gender difference reduced listening effort, while spatial separation of the masker did not. This seems at odds with the present findings, where the benefit from spatial separation was 2 to 3 dB larger than (but not statistically different from) the benefit due to gender differences. As pointed out by [@bibr54-2331216519854597], the results of [@bibr56-2331216519854597] likely were affected by differences in the SNR at which listening effort was measured. [@bibr54-2331216519854597] found that listening effort, as quantified by a performance cost in a secondary task, was lower for spatially separated maskers than for maskers differing in gender, even though speech recognition scores were similar. They argued that location-based speech segregation is less cognitively demanding than gender-based speech segregation. This seems to be in line with the conclusion of [@bibr56-2331216519854597] that "one possible interpretation is that spatial separation eases speech understanding at a more peripheral level of processing, perhaps subcortical, whereas voice cues have to be dealt with at the cortical level by using top-down processing" (p. 8). In light of this discussion, it is interesting to consider the findings of the present study from the point of view of listening effort as it relates to the task of segregating the target from the maskers. In the extreme case of glimpsed speech as employed here, the segregation of sources has been performed "for the subject," that is, no effort is expended for segregation itself. Instead, the perceived effort could be due to reassembling the target glimpses into a coherent stream of speech and to interpreting the message the speech conveyed. This could be an effortful listening task as indicated by the high effort ratings at low SNRs when only a few target glimpses are available. Compared with natural masked speech, however, listening effort was always considerably reduced for glimpsed speech at the same SNR. In other words, keeping the accessible target glimpses the same, but removing the surrounding masker significantly reduced listening effort. This effect was equivalent to an improvement in SNR of between 8 and 18 dB (see [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) and parallels the *additional masking* derived from the SRTs. Interestingly, this effect was not larger in the reference condition than in the other conditions as was found in the SRT data. This may indicate that the effort associated with streaming and reassembling the target glimpses was similar across conditions. Along this line, the differences in listening effort observed between conditions of natural masked speech should then be due primarily to differences related to target-from-masker segregation.

One interesting trend observed in the present results was that the natural cue benefit was larger and the additional glimpsing benefit was smaller when spatial masker separation was included than for the other cues in conditions with colocated maskers. Both of these differences were about 4 dB when averaged across conditions and reference SNRs (see [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) and could indicate that spatial separation is a relatively strong segregation cue, which may be rather low level and require fewer cognitive resources (see [@bibr54-2331216519854597]; [@bibr56-2331216519854597]) and which leaves less room for additional segregation benefit via ITFS. In contrast, for reversed maskers, the additional glimpsing benefit was relatively high (and the unmasking effect for natural masked speech was relatively low), which may indicate that masker time reversal is a rather weak segregation cue. It should be pointed out that the glimpsing benefit did not differ significantly between conditions (except for a single comparison).

With respect to the individual data, large interindividual differences were observed for some conditions when comparing the benefit of a specific unmasking cue to the corresponding additional glimpsing benefit. For example, one subject rated listening effort essentially the same for spatially separated maskers in natural masked speech and in glimpsed speech, indicating that removing the masker-dominated tiles did not produce an additional benefit or, in other words, that spatial separation produced the "full amount" of target segregation for this subject. In contrast, another subject did not benefit at all from masker gender difference or time reversal, but benefited strongly from glimpsing, indicating very weak segregation benefit from these cues. These large interindividual differences indicate that individual subject effects should be considered and sufficiently large subject groups should be included when measuring listening effort in SOS masking conditions. One way to further explore the specific effort required for segregating target speech from interfering talkers could be to systematically vary the task difficulty. This was tested by [@bibr12-2331216519854597] who found that, when the SNR was adjusted to equalize performance in an easy task (e.g., speech detection) for a speech masker and a noise masker, performance dropped more rapidly in a more demanding task (e.g., speech identification) for speech maskers than for noise maskers. [@bibr12-2331216519854597] argued that, in the simple task, subjects were able to perform equally well in speech and noise maskers because they invested more resources for the segregation (which is much less effortful in noise than in the presence of speech masker). As task difficulty increased, cognitive resources had to be redeployed to solve the task, resulting in a larger performance drop in speech maskers than in noise maskers. Employing similar methods for the conditions of the present study could shed further light on the effort related to segregating target speech from other talkers and the role of the different isolated and combined unmasking cues in such conditions. Furthermore, applying alternative methods for measuring listening effort which do not rely on subjective rating, such as electroencephalography or pupillometry, would be a useful way to validate the present data and further investigate the role of different unmaking cues in SOS conditions.

Relation Between Speech Intelligibility and Listening Effort {#sec22-2331216519854597}
------------------------------------------------------------

The present data allowed us to compare speech intelligibility and listening effort measured in the same subjects for a variety of SOS masking conditions. The functions of speech intelligibility versus listening effort data measured at the same SNRs ([Figure 7](#fig7-2331216519854597){ref-type="fig"}) showed a similar relation as was observed previously for speech-in-noise conditions ([@bibr45-2331216519854597]), that is, most data points were within ±1 ESCU (i.e., one category on the 13-point scale) of a sigmoidal function fitted to the data in the range where both intelligibility and effort were below ceiling. Another similarity to the data of [@bibr45-2331216519854597] was the saturated speech intelligibility up to about 5 to 8 ESCU where listening effort varied but intelligibility remained at ceiling. There were, however, two notable differences in the conditions of the present study. The most obvious was the outlying curve for the high-IM reference condition, which showed consistently lower effort ratings for the same performance. One possible reason is that the reference condition has a stronger relative level cue that is available (because SNRs were higher in general at a fixed performance level). When the target level is close to (or higher than) the level of the maskers, less effort may be required in exploiting other cues such as gender difference. An additional interpretation is that, at a given performance level for speech intelligibility, increased listening effort must be expended when exploiting the available unmasking cues to compensate for the lower SNR. Another systematic difference between conditions notable in this figure was that glimpsed speech always required a somewhat lower listening effort than natural masked speech at a fixed level of performance for intelligibility at intermediate listening effort ratings. This supports the view that removing the need to segregate the target from the maskers reduced listening effort at equal, moderate levels of intelligibility.

Another way of comparing intelligibility and listening effort is to consider the rank order of conditions. Based on the group psychometric functions, it was found that conditions were ordered in the same way in both experiments, that is, listening effort decreased at a given SNR in the order reference---single unmasking cue---two unmasking cues---three unmasking cues, while speech intelligibility increased in the same order. One interesting part of the psychometric function for listening effort is the SNR range at which speech intelligibility is at ceiling. To identify this range, the SNR required to achieve 90% speech intelligibility was extracted from the psychometric function of each condition as a measure of performance at ceiling: These were +8.9 dB for the reference condition, between −16.1 and −4.1 dB for the other natural masked speech conditions, and below −11.5 dB for all glimpsed speech conditions. Thus, high/ceiling speech intelligibility could be assumed at the two highest SNRs at which the benefit in listening effort was evaluated (10 and 15 dB). At these SNRs, all natural unmasking cues provided a reduction in listening effort. Interestingly, this benefit was generally larger when unmasking cues were combined than it was for isolated cues. The increased listening effort benefit for conditions with spatially separated maskers is in agreement with data of [@bibr45-2331216519854597], who reported a significant spatial release from listening effort for speech masked by stationary noise. This benefit extended well into the range of high SNRs, at which speech intelligibility was at ceiling. For the glimpsed speech measured in this study, the listening effort benefit was even stronger compared with natural masked speech: The tested SNRs were more than 20 to 30 dB above the 90%-correct point of glimpsed speech, so clearly speech intelligibility was optimal in these conditions. Future work should include different types of speech material, in particular open-set material, for which ceiling performance may be reached at higher SNRs than for closed-set matrix sentences.

Finally, it is interesting to compare speech intelligibility and listening effort on an individual subject basis. In this study, this was done by correlating both the individual SNRs at a fixed performance level with listening effort rating, as well as correlating the individual SNR benefits in intelligibility with listening effort across conditions. In both cases, no significant correlations were found. The fact that this also was true for SNR benefits (i.e., an individual measure minimizing the effect of response bias by subtracting performance measures in the reference conditions) supports the conclusion that the lack of correlation was not an artifact due to subjects using the listening effort scale in different ways. One possible interpretation is that subjects benefitted differently from the different unmasking cues in terms of intelligibility and effort, even though the individual benefit was rather consistent within each of the two measurements. One important practical implication is that the individual benefit from source segregation/unmasking cues in SOS conditions at high SNRs (as measured by listening effort when intelligibility is at ceiling) cannot be predicted by the individual benefit in speech intelligibility. This could give further impetus for using listening effort assessment to gain insights into natural listening situations that goes beyond what may be learned by assessing speech intelligibility alone.

Conclusions {#sec23-2331216519854597}
===========

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present findings: 1. All three unmasking cues that were tested (masker gender, spatial separation, time reversal), as well as their combinations, improved speech intelligibility. Combined unmasking cues produced a larger SRT reduction than any of the unmasking cues in isolation even after correcting for differences in the available glimpses of target energy or (energetic) spatial unmasking. This suggests that SOS segregation can benefit from adding unmasking cues.2. Similarly, all unmasking cues also reduced listening effort. This reduction was larger when the listeners were provided with more than one unmasking cue. The added benefit of combined cues likely reflects a release from IM because the calculated energetic differences between conditions were minimal. The benefit in listening effort extended well into the range of SNRs at which speech intelligibility was at ceiling. This suggests that listening effort is a useful tool for evaluating SOS masking conditions at typical conversational levels.3. Glimpsed speech produced significantly lower SRTs than natural masked speech, confirming previous studies that a large amount of IM was present in the measured natural conditions.4. In listening effort, the benefit due to glimpsed speech versus natural masked speech was even larger than for intelligibility (equivalent to between 8 and 18 dB SNR), indicating that a large amount of listening effort is associated with segregating the target speech from the maskers.5. The relation between speech intelligibility and listening effort as derived from the group psychometric functions was very similar across all combinations of unmasking cues when neither listening effort nor intelligibility were at ceiling, that is, the same speech recognition performance corresponded to a similar amount of perceived effort. The only exception was the high-IM reference condition, which may be due to a relatively stronger level cue, which may require less effort than exploiting the other unmasking cues.6. The individual benefit in intelligibility due to any of the tested unmasking cues was not correlated with the individual benefit in listening effort, suggesting that measuring listening effort can also provide insights into individual speech perception which are not captured by speech intelligibility measurements.
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It should be noted that the glimpsed speech was presented at a higher level in the present study than in the study of [@bibr32-2331216519854597]. This was a result of the rescaling to an overall presentation level of 70 dB SPL, which was done to keep the overall loudness similar across conditions. It is possible that this rescaling increased the audibility of very soft glimpses, although it seems likely that the glimpses would have been above absolute threshold (even without the scaling) also at the lowest speech levels included in this study (about 40 dB SPL, i.e., at −30 dB SNR).
